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Review bY Gena HYmowech

Suzanne Bradbeer's Fult Bloom debunks the commonly-held

notion that pretty girls have it easy by telling the story of an

attractive teen wnJ i, toming apart at the seams' Phoebe' played

UV lennifer- Blood, wants to 6e if'ought of as nice-looking' but

worries that people .un't see the 'eil 
person beneath the beauty'

She's also uncomfortuLf " 
with the fact that men are now noticing

her sexuality. Phoebe's self-image issues are compounded by a

fear that she's tosinJher fatheriwho has just left her mother'

:in", played by leniifer Dorr White' for another woman'

phoebe feels uncomfortable discussing these issues with her

mom, while Jane avoids talking about her husband with Phoebe'

(lane doesn't want Ph;ebe to 
-hate 

her father') Phoebe and Jane

find support from friends lim and crystal, played by Jason Furlani
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and LeeAnne Hutchison. Meanwhile, Phoebe's teen pal Jesse,
played by William Jackson Harper, offers support through his
friendship, although what he'd really like is to be her boyfriend.
Unfortunately, Phoebe has her eye on another boy-one who will
end up hurting her so badly, she'll become unreachable to
everybody.

Full Bloom, like its protagonist, has its share of problems. For
example, it's hard to believe that Phoebe, who dresses like a
tomboy, is attracting so much male attention. There are also too
many scenes with Crystal and lim where Bradbeer should have
been focusing on Phoebe and her mother. Additionally, the story
could have been greatly enriched by an introduction to Phoebe's
father, who is nonexistent in the play. Had we gotten his side of
the story, we wouldn't be left to envision the man as a one-
dimensional bad guy.

But, for the most part, Bradbeer has created well-written
characters, and the actors are more than up to the challenge of
playing them: Dorr White conveys Jane's anger in an amazingly
realistic manner, and Blood and lackson Harper are so convincing
as teens, you forget they are adults.

By the end of the play, we realize that not only is Phoebe close to
being in full bloom as a woman, but that Bradbeer is close to
being in full bloom as a playwright.


